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Budenholzer acknowledges meeting with Ferry about

Hawks job

Christian Petersen / Getty Images

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Mike Budenholzer acknowledged that he has had several conversations with Hawks general manager Danny Ferry about the
team’s yet-to-be vacant head coach position.

The Spurs assistant coach, one of several known Hawks candidates, told the San Antonio Express-News that he had a
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recent face-to-face meeting with Ferry recently. He declined to give any specifics of the meeting.

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution reported May 18 that Budenholzer had been interviewed by the Hawks

“I want the focus to stay with what we’re doing,” Budenholzer told the paper the Spurs clinched a spot in the NBA Finals
Monday. “What I will say is I’m open to listening and considering opportunities more so than I have been in the past. But I
really don’t want this to become a story or a distraction in any way.”

There is no NBA rule that prevents a team from speaking to a candidate in the employ of another team, even during the
playoffs, as long as permission is granted. Ferry has a relationship with Budenholzer having worked for the organization on
two separate occasions, including as assistant general manager before joining the Hawks.

Budenholzer has spent 18 seasons with the Spurs, two as the video coordinator, 16 as an assistant coach with the past five
as the top assistant to Gregg Popovich.

“I think he’s evolved to the point he’d like to do it on his own and see what he can do,” Popovich told the paper. “So I think in
the contacts he’s had this year, he’s more interested in following through and getting a job.”

Budenholzer is also reportedly a candidate for the Pistons’ vacant head coach position.
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Posted by AstroJoe at 3:55 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB.

Melvin, yeah, you nailed Paul George. Let's see how you do with PJ3. (And don't think that I have forgotten about your boy,
Flip-Flops). LMAO.
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Assuming that there are no All-Stars in this draft, I have to figure that Franklin's ceiling is around that Matthews, DeRozan,
Afflalo level. As opposed to Jason Richardson (in his prime). When I read his write-ups, he sounds like Mo Evans sounded
when he was a young NBA player... but most around here probably don't remember a young Mo Evans (a solid defender with
crazy athletic abilities and pretty much nothing else).

Posted by AstroJoe at 3:57 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

I was fearful that Pops would step down, especially if they won the Finals this season. But it sounds like Pops has
"approved" this courtship between Ferry & Budenholzer.

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 4:01 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Air Bud is our guy.

Posted by RamonReturns at 4:03 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

This hire would certainly lead to more credibility towards the Hawks than most hires would. 

I'm wondering did Pop tell Budenholzer that he's strongly leaning towards coaching for 4-5 more seasons, and that's why
Budenholzer has decided to seek a head coaching position elsewhere. If Pop was looking to retire in the next season or two,
I think Budenholzer would've stayed in San Antonio. 

Either way, I think Budenholzer is basically the new head coach of the Atlanta Hawks.

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 4:06 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

This article tells us everything except the hire date and the compensation package. It is a done deal.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:06 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Whoever it is, I'd like for this coaching search to get over soon so that Ferry and the new coach can get together and plan out
a draft strategy well in advance of the draft.
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Posted by Slimjr at 4:06 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Sounds good!

Now if they could just find Tony Parker and Tim Duncan type of players, basketball in Atlanta could truly be a thing of beauty!

Posted by cp229 at 4:07 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Here is Franklin s scouting video 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uac5RqNT5iU

Here is a workout video of his

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oG8mWEI81h0

I wish he was a little taller too but he might have the length to defend some sf's. Wingspan is almost 7ft

Posted by cp229 at 4:08 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

And I have no problem if Budenholzer is the choice at coach.

Posted by -Melvin- at 4:09 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

5 out of his last 16 years of coaching has been under Pop. Can we really say he's an understudy of Pop?

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:10 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

That is, assuming they are planning to hire a coach before the free agency period begins. The other option, of course, is to
wait until they sign CP3 and Dwight, which would no doubt dramatically open the field of potential candidates. I think there is
some merit to this plan, but if Ferry is set on getting a coach here first before free agency starts, I'd rather the coach be hired
sooner than later.

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 4:10 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

With Budenholzer's hire after the NBA Finals the Hawks will have Pop's scouting report on the Heat. Hopefully Pop and Bud
will find the key to consistently defeating Miami.
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Posted by Slimjr at 4:11 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Perhaps better days ahead for Josh with his third coach in 9 years if he so chooses to stay in Atlanta?

Posted by -Melvin- at 4:12 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB 

Astro, 

Now wait a min. I never stamp Flip Flops, I only said pick him b/c he was available. I never seen the kid play. That's a big
difference. Oh, you're not going to give me credit for Trevor Booker as a sleep pick when you wanted a tweener. What about
Roy Hibbert? Heck I was the only one on the blog wanting Rudy Gay over Brandon Roy and God forbid Shelden Williams on
draft night...LOL 

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:13 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Chris Vivlamore @ajchawks 2m
The Hawks have hired Mike Budenholzer as head coach. #ATLHawks
Expand Reply Retweet Favorite More

Posted by -Melvin- at 4:14 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

"Now if they could just find Tony Parker and Tim Duncan type of players, basketball in Atlanta could truly be a thing of beauty!
"- Slim 

CP3 and D12....LOL

Posted by -Melvin- at 4:15 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Coach Budenholzer it is... Welcome to Hawks land...

Posted by Slimjr at 4:17 p.m. May. 28, 2013
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Report Abuse

Hahahaha @ Melvin!

Posted by -Melvin- at 4:21 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

It's reported on Bleacher Report that the Hawks hired Budenholzer

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:22 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

C-Viv had it first on Twitter as far as I can tell.
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